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WHAT IS ACTION FILM?
It is one of the most important and major movie genre in which the protagonist of the movie is driven into 

series of events which includes violence, high amount of physical stunts and movements, extended fighting and 

chasing that have continuous high energy , tremendous impact and it takes priority over characterization or 

complex narrative components. 

It generally includes fights, escapes, non-stop motion, spectacular pacing, and rhythm. It tends to have male 

characters as hoers (protagonist) and the fight between the villain(antagonists), and finally concludes in victory 

for the hero. Most common action scenes includes explosions, car chases, shootouts and one-to-one combat. 

(Wikipedia), (Filmsite). 

❑ Action Genre began to increasingly develop in the 1970s with the help of better special effects and stunts.  Advancements 

in CGI(Computer Generated Imagery) have made it easier and cheaper to create action scenes, without a professional 

stunt double. 

❑ Some of the early action films were stared in the 1910s, mostly focusing on washbasin adventure films and it is said that 

the movie, The Great Train Robbery was the first action film. In this period Indian action films were known as stunt films. 

❑ In the 1940s and 50s, war and cowboy movies were new form of action and Alfred Hitchcock developed the genre of spy-

adventure. Based on the novels of Ina Fleming, the spy-action movie were generated and The long-running success of the 

James bond film series dominated the 1960s action film and led to the firm of the modern-day action film. 

❑ In the 1970s, the new style of actions were formed through the detective and crime related stories and police officers 

films. Hollywood produced many big budget action blockbusters with actors such as Sylvester Stallone, Arnold 

Schwarzenegger and others. The Terminator Franchise got kickoff in 1984 and the 1988 Die Hard by Bruce Willis, which 

made an influence on the development of the action genre.

❑ In the 1990s, it led to an increasing number of filmmakers to create new technologies and CGI revelation to take 

audiences to new heights and with the success of Batman, 1989. Later on, the genre focused on other science fiction and 

car chasing concepts and sequences. 

❑ From the 2010, the Marvel franchise made huge advancements with CGI and other technology to make the action scenes 

and with the mix of science fictional superheroes movies, which made a lasting impact on the audience. (Wikipedia)

BRIEF HISTORY ON ACTION FILMS



The  Action Film Conventions includes : Shouting, Strong Language, Fighting, Guns and Knifes, Strong hero and villain – strengths and weakness, Fast paced and 

jump cuts. 

ACTION FILMS CONVENTIONS

In this picture, you can see the character's body 

language an structure is confident and very strong, on 

tot a mission to the ‘damsel in distress’(an object or 

the conflict). This focuses on the conventions of action 

and is typical of action film. – Movie – Expendables 3. 

• You can see that this is 

a villain or a bad guy 

because of the way of 

looking, his attitude and 

power he has. This is a 

film from Casino 

Royale. Also, you can 

identify him as an 

European because of 

his looks and quite 

stereotypical of a villain. 

A person or damsel in distress, as he is the 

supporting character or the witness. It also 

breaks the tradition of traditional action 

movies that stereotypically feature a 'sexy' 

girl. 

This way the use of a female can be seen in 

the classic 'Bond Girl’ role of James Bond 

series. 

ANALYZE OFTHE CONVENTIONS
In order to analyses the conventions of Action films. We will using some letters of the CMINTS and CLAMPS technique.

COSTUME The costume for the action film depends on the sub-genre. Normal 

action hero’s were suits, normal or casual wear with knives, guns, 

gadgets and superheroes includes bright suit – like Captain America and 

Batman. Bright colors also mean good and better guys and tells he is the 

protagonist. 

SETTING In the genre of action films, the scene takes place most common 

locations are highly populated metropolitan areas and famous 

countries, 

such as America, England and major cities and films includes 

Terminator, Skyfall, Avengers. If we set the scene in small and unknown 

city, or not heard of you would probably won't want to watch the 

video and reduces audience attraction.  Therefore setting of the 

environment for the scene are very important

LIGHTING Action film is typically low key. Low key lighting is used due to the design 

of the film. Low key lighting is used to reflect risk. By the end of the 

action film the lighting may become high key due to problem resolution. 

During the fight, it may be bright, goldish due to the explosions and 

power.

PROPS In the action film's main props are: guns, knives, missiles, large vehicles, 

helicopters, and aircraft. Those props are what makes an action movie. 

Without these it wouldn't be an action. Right now, new technological 

weapons are used using the help of CGI. Avengers Endgame is a good 

example. 



Iconography are signs and symbols that are unique and different to the genre, in order to 

establish the genre of the film for the audience. In the genre of Action, it is common signs 

includes, chasing, fights, explosion, faced paced action and kills, attacks, bruises. 

The themes are events or stories that we expect that will happening the film. The themes 

for the action films are flighting and conflict between two people, social groups, countries 

or terrorists. One of the main or supporting characters will get injured or die and have a 

race/ chase or extend fighting. Between the good and evil guys. Finally, the hero winning 

and protecting or saving the conflict from the villain/evil guys. 

Action films tend to be costly, requiring special effects and stunt work at wide 

budgets. Hong Kong action movies usually concentrate on the protagonist’s 

acrobatics while American action movies generally feature massive explosions 

and modern technology. (Filmbug)

MAKE UP - In the action, film lots of makeup and scars 

are made in order to show the fight and struggles. In 

order to look the film more realistic, it s used for cuts, 

blood, sweat, and bruises and new outlook for villains. 

OTHER ACTION STUFF AND CODES

THE BOND ACTION FILMS

Spectre Car Chase



From the start of traditional action films and even now, women is less superior to males character and there is separation between the physical 

male who controls the scene and the gaze and the girl, who is the target of the gaze is almost always. In most of the action movies, female 

characters are nothing more than objects, such as love interest of the hero/protagonist, a loving wife, hostages or for glamour.

But, that mentality and concept is changing, as the female characters are regarded as the main protagonist of the film such as James Cameron 

and Jennifer Lawrence, to show towards ‘girl power’ for empowerment. (Filmbug).

The other action movie which 

included female lead was Lucy, starring 

Scarlet Johansson. They casted a very 

famous actress, as the main character 

attracts a wider audience because 

many viewers will only watch the 

movie because she’s in it. This film 

helps the audience overcome the 

stereotype of females being weak.  

This film targets young audience, as 

the age rating is 15, but the viewers 

'age is expected to increase to about 

40 years. Lucy uses a very unusual plot 

with the drugs inside her, which 

attracts more viewers because they 

are unlikely to have seen anything like 

that before. 

WOMEN CENTRIC ACTION FILMS

The Hunger Games book was 

widely popular amount teenage 

girls/females and others. So, a 

movie was made called Hunger 

Games, starring Jennifer Lawrence. 

It expected huge appreciation as it 

was a movie leading a female 

character and attracted large 

audiences. A female lead character 

attracted a biased audience against 

females because they could use it 

as a role model because of the 

behavior in which she is involved. 

The film's age rating was PG, which 

meant they appealed primarily to 

teens but also to those just above 

and below this age



TARGET AUDIENCE & PURPOSE OF ACTION FILMS

❑ It is all designed for pure audience escapism with the action sequences at the core of the film.  There is 

no exact research on the audience group. Action films have traditionally been aimed at male audiences, 

ages 13 to the mid-30s in both American and world-wide markets.

❑ Males are aimed at action films because they are more interested in 'violent' films. Movies cater for this 

target market by using primarily males as their main characters. The age that action films target is 

approximately 15-40. Teenagers love the watching action films because of its sound, fighting, violence, 

some sexual content and burst it has and they carry on into adulthood. the primary audience is young 

people because once people reach age 40, the audience for those films slows down. The female 

audience is lesser because of their role. 

❑ Also, the race of the people differ on the interest in watching action movies because it is mostly white 

viewers who watch action movies, which is why some action movies use powerful black characters to 

attract more members of the black audience. Many movies has used both males and females main 

characters in order to attract both genders. (Weebly)

The purpose of action films is because it entertains the audience with fights, breathtaking car chases and high level of action, which 

makes it popular and good.  They seek excitement and thrills when they watch these movies. Also most of the action films doesn’t

happen in real life and so, they can view their imaginative idea of being a hero or protagonist through film. 

From the Film Data and Education, UK, Jonathan 

asked movie audience from all ages and found 

that the graph – the number of audiences in UK 

per age group for Action films. 

This graph 

shows the 

UK 

Audiences 

cinema 

govers.  



MAKING OF GOOD ACTION MOVIES AND STRUCTURE
TECHNICAL, WRITTEN & AUDIO AND SYMBOLIC CODES

A good action movie includes all the work correctly needed. It all includes the technical codes, the written and audio codes and the 

symbolic codes. I will be showing few action movies which include this and what other things are required to the movies. The analyses 

will be taken from the three blockbuster action films – John Wick, Baby Driver and Mad Max – Fury Road.

• The first one is ‘Style’, about the manner of doing the 

film and atmosphere. In John Wick – Chapter 2. The 

director Chad Stahelski paints his world of assassins in 

vivid colors, ranging from The Continental's sumptuous 

reds to the blues and greens of sleek night streets with a 

visual feast. 

• In the George Miller's Fury Road it had the 'ability to 

withstand a two-hour high-octane chase across the 

desert: with  its existence as a series of 3,500 

storyboards of images. 

• Borrowing from music videos for Baby Driver, Edgar 

Wright creates an exceptional synchronization of sound 

and picture that kicks into high gear:.

• Most of the stunt directors chose to the scenes 

practical as possible over CGI, in order to provide 

realistic.  In the John Wick movie, it was a split between 

practical and digital effects of 60/40, which required huge 

coordination. In Baby Driver the action scenes were 

carefully planned. Practically they were taken- single 

frame. 

All three films are distinguished by cinematography 

and soundscapes that burst with personality, 

representing the unique worlds and characters that 

show them. 

The second is ‘Substance’, what the story and the 

message, John Wick is about identity, John the 

grieving husband or Wick the assassin? In Mad Max, 

it is about the story of revolution and redemption 

delivers an empowerment message on women. 

Baby Driver is about a young man who only wants 

to lead a simple existence and secure his loved 

ones. 

These three films show the characters we 

understand, and the questions we come 

across in daily life's. In recent days, top 

action films aim to tell more about in their 

screen time. 

(The videos for this slides/topic is in the Appendix 

section in Slide 11)

The last one is the structure, where the story of 

the film takes place between the beginning, middle, 

climax, conflict. The traditional three act structure 

used is “The pacing is tight and kinetic, with 

an explosive forward momentum from first 

to final act. There are no wasted beats – or 

wasted lines.”. In all of these three films, the 

protagonist express more with their physicality, 

mannerisms and expressions, than they do with 

dialogue. We can see that through their fight and 

car chasing.  (Lights Film School). The editing part 

takes place after all the shots and shoots taken, 

then sound effects of the gens, explosions and 

music is added. Then, the CGI productions team 

does all the part. 



The Mission Impossible series/franchise, starring Tome Cruise as the main lead character is one of the most successful 

and attracts wide audience because of its breathtaking fight, actions, chasing, shooting and others. The sixth movie, The 

Mission Impossible – Fallout is a great action movie with all the conventions of the genre 97% certified fresh score on 

Rotten Tomatoes. The stunts and action sequences are the best which is really good and attract wide range of action 

moviegoers. This film is wildly technologically advanced film some of the finest action scenes we've ever seen. It includes 

wide a wide range from the helicopter sequence by the amazing HALO jump - which is one continuous shot and Tom 

Cruise driving against traffic. - without using green screen and CGI. 

ACTION SCENE BREAKDOWN 

But, there is one action scene which takes it to the high level, which the Bathroom fight 

with best hand-to-hand combat. There are three reasons why.  They are:

1. First, is that there is no unnecessary Cuts throughout the whole 2 to 3 minutes of the scene, 

this shows how really well planned and coordinated. As it the traditional way and even now, 

most of the films use a lot of constant cuts, in order to show the impact on the expression of 

the character, as the trick is to cut the shot right before a hit happens. The next shot then 

begins right after the hit has happened. This way, the camera doesn’t actually show the punch 

or the hit or the kick. This way the audience can clear see the whole scene and have the impact 

of the hit. 

2. Second, the scene is directed extraordinary, as the actors should executed all the moves 

perfectly without any cuts, and keep everything realistic with expressions. Next is the 

choreography is brutal and flawless, as the stunt director has made a good plan to create a 

impactful and interesting action scene. 

3. Last on is the Lack of music because there is no background music added while editing, as in 

most of the movie action scene, the music of generic tension soundtrack is added in order to 

the scene more intense and better for the audience. But, lack of music intensifies the setting 

more and we feel that we are in part of that scene. (OurMovieLife)
The fight starts from 2:13. 



The low angle shot is mostly used in action movies and scenes because it is the best shot to show the power and strength of the protagonist and the 

antagonist. They can make heroes powerful or  seem vulnerable. It makes seems the hero is heroic and grand. They can achieve broad range of emotional 

tomes. Other shots includes Close-up to the forehead to their chin during the fight scenes to show the emotions and anger and power.  The Medium shot is 

gear ally used during the face-off and it is common. Also, the use of establishing shot is used during the beginning of the action film to inform the audience, 

the setting of the movie takes place. It shows things from a distance. it is intended to help identify and orient the location or time for the scene and action 

that follow. (Example in Mad Max)

CAMERA SHOTS AND MOVEMENT

SOUND IN ACTION FILMS
In most of the action scenes, the non diegetic sound is used to set the mood for the audience in the film. The non diegetic sounds, that you expect 

from an action movie is the background score and intense music that can be existing and raises tension. In this genre, the most common diegetic 

sound will be the explosions, gunfire's, breaking pieces and stuff, dialogue between characters' and footsteps. In the process of shooting, the non 

diegetic sound isn’t present and is later added in during the post-production. (Mytutor)

CONCLUSION
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APPENDIX - EXAMPLES OF ACTIONS SCENES IN MOVIES 
– FROM SLIDE 7

FROM JOHN WICK – CAR CHASE FROM BABY DRIVER – OPENING SCENE 

FROM MAD MAX – FURY ROAD – THE 

CHASE BEGINS


